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They became silent as he approached, folding their hands expectantly,

an unvoiced appeal for him to drag something from the depths of an empty

soul. There was no sign of Michael or Allen, however Paul stood with hands

folded like the rest. In earlier times it would have been taken as a sign of

gathering spiritual maturity in a guest, now Carl wasn't sure what it meant.

His prayer was trite and formal, like the recitations that are sometimes

taught to children. A request to bless the food and to continue the Godly

protection. He wondered what else there was to say. They sat on the floor in

family clusters and in a rough circle and started to eat their rations. There

was little conversation other than requests for one thing or the other to be

passed around. There was little variety in the meal, it was mostly

reconstituted from a dehydrated powder or paste. Bill spoke up suddenly.

"Talk to us Carl - say something - anything. We need something - "

Carl looked up from his contemplation of the cave floor, at the little

circle of families. The small amount of conversation there had been was

finished abruptly. Bill stumbled on.

"We aren't asking for a service, just a few thoughts. Tell us what to

expect from now on - give us something!"

Carl lowered his eyes to his plate and lost what little appetite he had

had. The food was shapeless, tasteless and odourless. The beaker of

beverage, anonymous and tepid.

"Scripture tell us that the Woman is sustained in the Wilderness for



three and a half years. We were taught often enough that there would be no

luxuries. Sustained means sustained - no more. We can expect many more

meals like this, they won't vary much - "

He fell silent. Bill prompted him.

"And after the three and a half years, what can we expect then?"

Carl weighed his words carefully.

"Not much is written in Revelation from the viewpoint of those who are

left behind. We find a statement that the Lord will return to set up the

Kingdom of Peace at the head of an army of Overcomers, who will reign with

Him for a thousand years. We are told that every ruler and king will have to

bow their knees in submission. We are told that Satan will be bound and

together with his followers, be cast into the Abyss in chains for the thousand

years. I cannot imagine how that will be and I suppose you feel the same.

Nothing is mentioned about the Woman and the reunion at the moment when

the Kingdom is established. However we have always been taught that those

left behind will be treated as any other citizen of the Kingdom of Peace and

will have to take their chances with the rest of mankind on the Day of

Judgement."

It was a longer speech than he had expected. It provoked a few

questions.

"What about the other references - the beast on the seashore, the

false prophet, the mark of the beast on the hand or forehead, the whore of

Babylon, the merchants who trade with her etc."

John Prentice liked to think that he knew Revelation thoroughly. Carl

pondered again before trying to answer.

"We are experiencing the three and a half years from the viewpoint of

the Woman. The Beast, the false prophet, the mark of the beast etc., relate to



this time also, but not to us. Out in the devastated world above us, there are

still residues of population. Circumstances will arise where little governments

will form and the Dragon will become the Beast and the false prophets will

arise to perform wonders. Wars will be fought between these segments of

populations. Not atomic wars perhaps but still wars. The spirit of evil will

manifest itself in many different ways. The Mark of the Beast in the hand and

the forehead, will be one of those ways. Some will benefit from the mark,

others will be deprived because of the lack of it. I believe we have already

witnessed the destruction of the Whore of Babylon - that was the nuclear

destruction. No doubt ships at sea had a distant view of mighty commercial

cities being destroyed. We must remember that Revelation is episodic, with

many starts and finishes overlapping each other and not always in a strictly

sequential way. This tends to create confusion in the minds of those who

don't appreciate that."

The food had been consumed silently while he had been speaking -

only his remained and he had no appetite. The group quietly broke up and

returned to their different territories, until only the boy and the girl who had

set up house together remained. They sat a little apart from him, still slightly

defiant and very determined. They eyed him like combatants, tense, ready for

battle. The boy took the initiative.

"Priest Carl - Mardi and I have decided to live together."

"Peter isn't it? Well, Brother Peter, if you have made

‹that decision, I can have nothing to say. We are all responsible for our own

actions. That's what we were taught for a long time."

The girl burst in -

"But you don't approve - "

"I neither approve nor do I disapprove. I have nothing to say. I have no



authority one way or the other. I keep trying to tell everyone that I have no

commission from an Apostle or from the Lord. That ceased at the moment of

the First Resurrection."

The boy said softly.

"We would like a marriage blessing - "

Carl sighed.

"It isn't something I can give as a priest. You call me Priest Carl - at

best that is a honorary title. I have no commission to marry or bury the dead

or baptise or consecrate the bread and wine. I cannot absolve sins and in the

emptiness of my own heart, I cannot carry your petitions to the Lord."

The girl burst into tears.

"Have you no blessing to give?"

The boy held the girl to him tightly. Carl had to think what a hellish time

it was for them to fall in love. For some reason, he thought of an Emergency

Baptism. It was completely out of context but it was the sort of situation where

any sealed member was permitted to baptise with water if a child was close to

death. Afterwards, they had to ensure that an authorised servant of God was

informed as soon as possible, so that the action could be ratified.

The time would come when the Kingdom of Peace would be

established. He wondered if he could dare to perform some act of kindness. A

symbolic blessing which could be ratified at a later date by a Kingly Priest.

Scripture was silent on the matter - he had to make the decision. Marriage

was not a sacrament and blessings had been bestowed from the times of the

patriarchs - and God Himself had instituted it when He said: 'It is not good

that man should live alone, I will make him a helpmate.'

"I will give you a blessing but not as a priest. I will give you a blessing

as a father would to his children and I will carry the act on my responsibility



until the Kingdom is established. We will make it a celebration tomorrow

night."

Both were crying but Carl could not. He wished it was possible. He

went to his chamber and stretched out on the thin blanket that he had been

allocated. The cold from the rock floor struck through. He had relented for

one thing, soon it would be something else. He had no authority and it

troubled him. In the place of his commission there had been no blinding

vision from God. He was alone and he was taking the responsibility on his

own shoulders.

The droplet plopped into the little basin of pure water and another

second or more of eternity was measured. He wondered if it would matter to

those who celebrated a Marriage Feast, if the insignificant former servant of

God created a little happiness in two hearts and a shadow of the great Feast

was recreated in the reconstituted mash of the evening meal.

He paid the Major another visit the next day after the doling out of the

daily rations. Michael Rushton was guarded in his welcome of the gaunt

religious leader. Carl Steinbecker made him uneasy and even though it was

he who had suggested the arrangement that placed the group under the

Major's control, he knew that it was only nominal. The group looked to

Steinbecker as the leader and would quickly switch allegiance if it came to a

test.

"Two of the young people wish to marry - "

"That's your department - "

"You have no objections?"

"Not if they haven't, their rations will stay the same."

The ensuing silence was strained. The Major didn't compromise.

"I hope this isn't going to lead to a baby boom! Our facilities don't



stretch to maternity hospitals - "

Carl looked startled.

"Do you intend to try to forbid normal marital relations?"

Michael Rushton stared him straight in the eye.

"You might take upon yourself the task of pointing out the

inconvenience and obvious problems associated with amenities for new-born

children - or hasn't it registered that it's the younger members of your group

who are suffering the most? There used to be a time when kids ran free in the

sunshine. These kids won't see the sun for decades. If any are born down

here, they will never know anything other than rock walls and floors. If you

have as much influence as it would appear, I'd emphasise the need for

elementary self restraint and also emphasise the very tight situation with

resources and stores. When what we have runs out - we starve! Extra mouths

we can do without!"

"You always talk in decades, Major - is that your estimate of the time

we shall be shut away in here?"

"The sort of radioactive soup that's circulating outside, won't lose its

potency for ten or twenty years. Do you remember Chernobyl? The estimated

decay to safe levels, was at least three hundred years. Our stores won't last a

fraction of that time. One day, we will be forced to go outside in search of

food. In all likelihood there will be none and we will finally starve to death in

the cold of the nuclear winter. Whatever the time period that it takes for us to

die, we will be irradiated with nuclear fallout. One or the other will kill us.

Perhaps you didn't do your people a favour when you forced your way in

here. You will die sooner or later, all you managed to do is to put off the

inevitable - so don't talk to me about marriages and procreation. If you're

irresponsible enough to allow both, the result will be the same, only sooner



rather than later."

Carl hadn't tried to halt the tirade.

"I know all about radioactive half life, Major. If it sets your mind at

ease, we won't be your responsibility after three and a half years. That's

when we intend to return to the surface - "

"Then you'll die, mister - all of you."

"According to logic - I agree - radiation levels will be too high. The

nuclear winter will still grip the earth. To us, faith supersedes logic and we

know that after 1260 days, it will be safe enough for us to leave this

sanctuary,

but we will wait for 1355 days from the start of the devastation. It will be our

final act of faith in the promises of God!"

Afterwards, when Carl thought about his declaration, he had a fit of the

shakes. He was alone again in his blue-lit grotto, this time squatting crosslegged

on his folded bedding. Suddenly, he felt a longing for company. It was

ironic, Mary had always complained that he was a loner, self-sufficient and

self-contained. It was a shock to realise that he had not really thought about

Mary since those first hours when he had realised that the Lord's coming had

parted them for ever - Mary and the children. Gradually, like releasing a

tourniquet on a blood-starved limb, he allowed the pain to seep into his mind.

He let the memories flood back, memories of normal, human existence, the

warmth of the loving bonds that had held them to each other. He didn't even

realise that he was crying until the drops competed with the solitary tear that

fell into the limestone basin, his own, dropping into the chalk dust floor.

It didn't matter if it would be 1260, 1355 or any other number of days,

there would never again be a reunion on equal terms. Mary and the children

had been removed away and upwards. They were experiencing joys beyond



his imagination and he was no longer qualified to share in them. His thoughts

turned to the Major's dire predictions and his own confident declaration that

faith superseded logic. Was he right or was he being arrogant? How often

had declarations of faith in the past been declared to be arrogance? He was

assailed by self-doubt - not for the first time - had he the right to persuade

those with him, to commit themselves to one last act of faith and trust?

The prediction of the Major would certainly be fulfilled if that last act of

faith became one of blind folly. It was something that could remain undecided

for the present - there was another 1340 days or more, before it had to be

confronted.

When he came to the evening gathering, he found that they had made

an extra effort to prepare for the nuptials. The brothers and sisters had

pooled their resources to provide a few temporary embellishments to the bare

rock surroundings. A scrap of brightly coloured rag attached to stone, even a

piece of jewellery that had escaped the attentions of those who had stolen

their cars. Although the clothing was no different, it looked better tended,

some of the dispirited carelessness had evaporated. It was in the groups

demeanour that spelt a special effort for the occasion.

Mardi and Peter stood self-consciously in the centre of the circle of

well-wishers, holding hands. The Major and his Sergeant were pointedly

absent. Carl was certain that it wasn't a question of tactfully leaving him the

floor, it was an expression of disapproval.

He joined the circle, facing the young couple, it was an unreal setting,

a cavern deep in the earth, a circle of silent men, women and children, a

young couple, barely out of childhood and a man who somehow would have

to find the right words to say. Words that would reinforce their hope for an

uncertain future. He reminded himself that it was an act of faith on their part



that they still sought a blessing. It would have been so easy for them to

ignore the standards of their parents. Standards that had been blasted away

in the nuclear fires.

"Mardi and Peter, you have chosen to stand before this gathering to

declare vows before God and to one another. You could have chosen to do

otherwise and it is to your credit that you have remembered your early

teaching, others might not have done so. I have known you since you were

children and we have shared the teachings of Sunday School and Youth

together - you as the listeners and me as the teacher. Of course, I was a

listener too, for it was the Holy Spirit who taught. How wonderfully were we

led in those days, for Our Heavenly Father laid down His desires and

thoughts and they should have become our commands. In the beginning, He

told Adam that it was not good that man should live alone. He gave the first

man a helpmate and so, it was God who sanctified the joining of a man and a

woman in matrimony.

The people of the world have dismissed this idea with contempt and

now they have tasted of the wrath of God. Some of our people also followed

the worldly trend, no longer seeing the value of taking God into the

relationship between man and woman. A poet once said that a marriage

needed three

‹things. A loving husband, a loving wife and a loving God. Not just a

partnership of two but of three. We can turn our thoughts for a moment to the

great feast that is now taking place in heaven. It is not described as just any

feast - it is The Wedding Feast. This again emphasises the importance Our

Heavenly Father places on the matrimonial union.

I look at these surroundings, these rock walls, the few small

possessions we have and the thought comes to me that this would not be the



first time that a young couple have sought a blessing in such conditions. At

the start of the Christian era, they met in caves and tombs for fear of the

influences of the outside world. Are we so different? We have cried out:

'Mountains fall upon us - hide us' - and we have been given sanctuary and

still we may hope for that which is yet to be fulfilled.

I was filled with doubt as to whether I should conduct this

ceremony. Did I have the right? Was it proper? Would it be valid in the sight

of God? Then I thought, if Mardi and Peter can have the faith to stand before

us, then I too can have faith in the future and the loving kindness we will

experience under the care of the Kingly-Priests.

I cannot hold out to you any other hope or future, except that which

has been promised to us by the Lord. Our future lays beyond these caverns

and if we all trust and continue to place our hand in the Hand of Our

Heavenly Father, the day will surely come when the Kingdom of Peace will be

established and we will emerge out into an earth that has been healed of the

wounds man has inflicted upon her. I feel sure that one of the first tasks the

Kingly-Priests will have to perform, will be to make good the devastation man

has unleashed in recent days. The poisonous cloud of radiation will be

dispelled, the nuclear winter will be banished and the word will be fulfilled

'While the earth remaineth, seedtime and harvest shall not cease.'"

Carl paused, the silence was complete. He looked into the intense

faces of the youngsters and nearly choked on his own desolation. He hurried

on, not allowing himself the luxury of self pity.

"This is what we await and dare I say that we will await that event with

a far greater longing than we waited for the day of the First Resurrection, for

had we had the same longing then, we would not find ourselves in this place,

our lot would have been a far different one.



Now, Mardi and Peter, I come to the purpose of our gathering. You

have told me that you wish to be united in matrimony and I have told you that

I can do little other than to bring your petitions before Our Heavenly Father,

in the hope that He will still be inclined to listen to us. My ministry as a priest

is concluded, just the same as the ministry of our deacon and that our

apostle. We no longer are commissioned to dispense sacraments and

blessings in the name of the Lord. All that can be done on this occasion, is to

record your desire before this congregation and before Our God, who may

hear us. I will ask you both to declare your intentions to each other in the

following words:

'Will you Peter, take this woman to be your lawfully wedded wife,

according to the laws that pertain in our community. Will you love and keep

her in sickness and in health, for richer, for poorer, in all the circumstances

that will arise in the future. Will you remain faithful to her for the rest of your

days? If this is your desire, then answer - I will."

Peter's voice was a little shaky.

"I will - "

Carl turned to the girl.

"Likewise, I ask you, Mardi. Will you take this man to be your lawfully

wedded husband, according to the laws of this community. Will you love and

keep him in sickness and in health, for richer, for poorer, in all the

circumstances that will arise in the future. Will you remain faithful to him for

the rest of your days? If this is your desire, then answer - I will."

Mardi's answer was almost a sob.

"I will - "

"I then declare before this gathering and in their name that you are

now united as husband and wife. May the blessings of the Kingdom of Peace



eventually be your portion, when the Lord returns in glory with the Bride.

Amen!"

The 'amen' response echoed throughout the galleries from sixty

throats. Carl took couple's hands and clasped them without another word.

They kissed, as if it was the sealing of a conventional wedding in earlier

times. Carl felt drained. It had all come from him, from memories of those

earlier times, when he had attended so many ceremonies. He was conscious

that the Lord had not had a hand in it. He prayed that he would earn

forgiveness in the days of the Kingdom. The rest of the Apostolics were an

animated group of well-wishers. It was good to see the uncoiling of the

springs of tension that had been so tightly wound since the horror had

started. At most, it was a welcome interlude but he knew that the tensions

would return soon enough, when boredom and the knowledge that they still

had three and a half years to endure in close quarters, caused the first

quarrels.

There was no variation in the rations for the occasion. The Major had

made no concessions, Carl supposed it to be another expression of his

disapproval. He looked at the young couple and the brothers and sisters who

surrounded them. The quality of the food didn't seem to matter. One of the

sisters had placed a bowl of unpalatable substance in front of him. He tried

not to draw the unfair comparison that he had performed his trick and now he

was being rewarded. He picked at it without enthusiasm. His self appointed

watchdog and brother Bill joined him. At first, he said nothing. Carl felt the

persistent gaze but kept his head bowed to the floor.

"You have made two people very happy - and you've succeeded in

raising morale. You should be pleased - "

It was said like a challenge. Carl said nothing.



"Stop trying to carry the guilt of the world on your shoulders, they're

not made to carry it! And for your own sake, try to eat something - it may not

be very appetising but it will keep body and soul together!"

"Will you stop nagging! I don't need this glue to keep body and soul

together!"

Bill mocked him.

"I never thought I'd see the day - Carl Steinbecker's made a joke -

even though it was a poor effort."

Carl forced a smile, it was more a painful twist of his mouth. Bill meant well.

"I don't have much in the way of an appetite."

"Neither has anyone else, but we all have to survive - and you're

setting a bad example to the kids!"

Carl nodded - his brother was right. He poked into the glutinous mass

and tried to look as if he found it edible. 


